CEO Climate Dialogue Statement on House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis Majority Staff Report Release on June 30, 2020

The CEO Climate Dialogue (CCD) released the following statement in response to the release by the House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis of a Majority Staff Report on “Solving the Climate Crisis” this morning:

“We welcome the inclusion of carbon pricing in the comprehensive climate strategy proposed by the Select Committee majority. We are hopeful that this report contributes to the development of bipartisan climate solutions, including the use of market-based strategies to ensure a just and cost-effective transition to a low-carbon economy. We urge Congress to quickly enact near-term measures that contribute to both economic recovery and climate action, even as it accelerates its work toward comprehensive long-term climate solutions. As a group of 21 companies with over $1.4 trillion in combined annual revenue working with four leading environmental nonprofit organizations, we are committed to working collaboratively with bipartisan leaders in Congress to support effective, durable, responsive, market-based policies that promote equity while significantly reducing U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. We can’t afford to wait: the time is now.”

For more information on the CEO Climate Dialogue, visit the website: [www.ceoclimatedialogue.org](http://www.ceoclimatedialogue.org). Media may contact team@renewpr.com to request an interview or other background.